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Rod Willmot

Cor van den Heuvel: The jazzman Cometh

When the first edition of The Haiku Anthology appeared in 1974, it 
placed haiku firmly on the map of literary North America-and 
ensured its editor a measure of fame. With the gloriously ex
panded Second Edition in 1986, more people than ever came to 
think of Cor van den Heuvel as the distinguished editor of a 
classic anthology. But to my mind his most important contribu
tion to the literature has been his work as a poet. I believe that like 
several other haiku poets, Cor van den Heuvel merits the kind of 
critical attention that, beyond the haiku ghetto, is naturally ac
corded to poets of consequence. In the following pages I will give 
a personal overview of van den Heuvel's achievement in haiku, 
from the beginning to his most recent publications.

In 1985 I made a preliminary analysis of van den Heuvel’s work as 
part of a ncver-to-be-completed study of spiritual themes in North 
American haiku. Its purpose was simply to show that haiku can 
have a spiritual or metaphysical content. The following year a 
draft of the study was read to a Haiku Canada meeting, and its 
premise came to be widely discussed in correspondence. Of the 
many writers who expressed agreement with me, a surprising 
number reasoned that there is something essentially spiritual in 
any true haiku. But I have a quarrel with this approach. To reduce 
all haiku to a diffuse spirituality of oneness is to ignore the specific
spiritual content of any single haiku, thereby casting a shroud of 
good-natured incomprehension over the work of poets who de
serve better. Van den Heuvel is a case in point. More than any
thing, his lifework in haiku is the story of a spiritual quest; it is rich 
in false paths, self-deceptions, foreshadowings, ambiguous dis
coveries. Of his many haiku with a spiritual import, an insignifi
cant fraction expresses the spirituality of oneness.

Nearly all of van den Heuvel's haiku have appeared in the form of 
sequences and solo renga. Woven together in these longer works, 
his haiku are given still more coherence by a fascinating array of 
motifs that constitute the poet's inner language. Shells, movies, 
reflections, Indians, mannequins, bodies of water: by marking 
each new occurrence of these and other motifs we can observe the 
subtle changes they go through, and from their progression infer 
the progress of the poet's quest. Some of the most important 
motifs occur at the very beginning, in poems that appeared first in 
a self-published chapbook entitled the window-washer's pail (1963), 
and later in the 1974 edition of The Haiku Anthology.
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nigh above the city / dawn flares / from a window-washer's pail 
in the hotel lobby / the bare bulb of a floor lamp / shines

down on its distant base
an empty wheelchair / rolls / in from the waves
in the water-tank dark / behind the toilet / a slime coated

copper ball floats
the wind shield-wipers / vanish over the horizon / Geronimo

leaps to his horse

These five haiku pose the problematic that will occupy the poet 
for the next two decades and more. Distant light, an up/down 
dichotomy, bodies of water, darkness, shells (here in the form of a 
copper ball), the Indian: all arc motifs that will recur throughout 
his work, and as the years go by their spiritual and psychological 
content will become steadily more explicit. Thus the same poet 
who in 1981 will write openly about "looking up for help," in 1963 
restricts himself to an image of a floor lamp: an image in which a 
thoughtful reader can discern the poet's alienation from God. 
While the first haiku seems more optimistic in this regard, in its 
complete form it is followed by a haiku on a sponge floating in the 
pail; the third and fourth haiku suggest that such a passive rela
tionship to water is dangerous. The elemental forces represented 
by the ocean offer no more relief than the heavens: the crippled 
being who goes to them disappears without a trace. God ignores 
you. Ocean devours you, and the inner world of your own uncon
scious is dark and slimy. The first glimmer of a solution to this 
quandary is Geronimo, a figure of action, instinct, connection to 
the Earth. In various forms he will accompany the poet through
out his life, as his strengths are gradually integrated into the poet's 
personality.

For the next decade not much seems to happen, at least not as 
revealed in publication. All of his poems in the first edition of the 
Anthology are taken from the 1963 collection. But in 1977 a group 
of 13 haiku appears in Cicada (I, 3), from which I excerpt the fol
lowing:

spring mountains / in the doorknob / of the insane asylum 
the pale blue / at the edge of the clamshell- / billowing clouds 
the motel ice-machine / late at night- / the autumn wind 
after posting the letter / staring at the slot- / winter rain 
fluffing / my own pillow- / autumn rain 
water sways / in the toilet bowl- / the full moon 
twilight- / a breeze along the boardwalk / spins

all the pinwhccls
the tapeworm alone / in the intestine- / the nebula in Andromeda 
talking to himelf- / the shadow-boxer 
a stick goes over the falls at sunset 
the shadow in the folded napkin



Images of desolation and loneliness alternate with glimmers of 
hope. But the overall impression is one of stasis, of being frozen 
into an attitude of self-protection: like a clam, a shadow, a tape
worm, a boxer sparring with himself. Little change from this 
position can be seen in the links van den Heuvel contributed to 
'The Ragged Mists Rcnga," composed with John Wills and Mi
chael McClintock and published in Cicada (IV,1) in 1980:

the light goes out- / the boy next door backs away / from
his own reflection

a stick floats from the shadows / followed by a shadow 
a hub cap / at the side of the road- / the sun comes and goes

If anything, this rephrasing of the poet's dilemma helps bring it 
closer to consciousness. Light from above "comes and goes," can
not be trusted. The dark side of life cannot be left behind, and 
when "the light goes out" we learn that the dark side is ourselves. 
But this accidental self-reflection has a purpose, and soon van den 
Heuvel is actively involved in a process of self-disovery. This is 
clearly expressed in his first major haiku sequence, "Rickshaw" 
(subtitled "Buddha Comes to the West"), published in Cicada (IV,3) 
in 1980. Here are 14 of its 21 links.

summer rain- / a rickshaw climbs a hill / in an old movie 
the highway veers off into darkness / in both directions 
the trail map indicates / a steep climb to the peak 
reflections / grow still in the dawn lake- / om mani padme hum 
slowly disappearing on the ledge- / the lapping marks

above the waterline
an ant comes out of the hole / drops a grain of sand and

goes back in
she stops / on the secluded path / to look at her engagement ring 
along the frozen river, / the cliffs are encased in ice 
stained with dogs' pee, / the old snowman watches / the

moon rise
the beautiful mannequin / gazes through reflections 
fluttering wings / leave a streak of colored dust / on the

girl’s finger
a wind comes off the ocean / shaking all the car antennas / in

the parking lot
spray flies from the shadowed waves / into the rays of the

setting sun
darkness is gaining- / on deck, a lone man points / into

the distance
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As will be seen later on, the "old movie" represents the darkened 
inner sanctum where processes of the imagination can take place 
freely. References to Peter Lorre and Sidney Grccnstrcct (in omit
ted links) suggest a playful willingness to see himself differently. 
The adventure begins with a climb, but immediately encounters 
the problem of darkness. Perhaps to avoid it, the poet climbs 
highcr-as if the base of a floorlamp could really ascend to the 
bulb. At first the results seem rewarding. But when "reflections / 
grow still in the dawn lake" the first word docs not only mean 
thoughts; it also means self-reflection, the memory of who he is 
and how much of himself is darkness. The next image is of water 
(the fluid of life) evaporating. Perhaps it is the relief from emo
tional pain that tempts the poet with crystallinity; suddenly eve
rything is frozen, and he has become like "an old snowman," a 
mannequin who "gazes through reflections." Finally the diamond 
engagement ring, his longing for spiritual perfection, is only "a 
streak of colored dust." And then the water returns." The wind 
shaking the car antennas belongs to a motif seen earlier: the breeze 
over the boardwalk that "spins all the pinwhccls." Compare also a 
haiku first published inBrusscls Sprowf(IVl) in 1985: "summer 
breeze / again the whirligig duck flaps / toward the sea." While 
none of these images allow for real movement, antennas suggest 
intuition, a new understanding of what the ocean offers. With this 
acceptance of water and darkness the poet revises his journey, 
setting off over the ocean that originally had appeared so threat
ening.

The next stage in that journey is presented in "The Wooden Indian 
Sequence," which came out in Cicada (IV,4) in 1980. Only the most 
relevant links are reproduced here.

shading his eyes / the wooden Indian looks out / at the
spring rain

after the shower- / listening to my / self drip 
worrying about / worrying about worrying- / om mani

padme hmm
summer afternoon / ... a strange car / turns into the driveway 
turning over the rock- / quickly / replacing it 
a tom-up girlie magazine / at the end of the woods' road- / it

begins to rain
going through the tunnel: / the girl looks at her reflection- /so

do i
autumn twilight- / in the closed barbershop / the mirrors darken 
the wind / along the old railroad tracks- / a milkweed pod opens 
the nude mannequin / in the dress-shop window / ... looks away 
getting up in the winter dark - / the blue pilot-light / in the

kitchen
the little girl / hangs all the ornaments / on the nearest branch
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cold night- / the Pleiades / huddle together
old movie- / the aisle lights / on the red carpet
spring comes / through the open window- / a bubble flutters

in the soap dish

The hokku recalls the figure of Gcronimo, strangely combined 
here with the mannequin motif. Projecting oneself into a wooden 
Indian is a way of staying protected while enjoying the inner 
stirrings of the life force. A pleasant mood is established immedi
ately. In contrast to the temptation of light in "Rickshaw," here 
there is shade and twilight, and the rain ensures that there will be 
no desiccating focus upon crystals. In this frame of mind self
reflection proceeds untrammelled. Briefly he is tempted to still his 
mind, but healthily gives up. He is not meant to find meditative 
peace so soon, but to encounter the unexpected in himself: a 
strange car, something under a rock, a girlie magazine. In this 
manner he discovers the feminine aspects of his own being: a girl's 
reflection, a stripper (in an unquoted link), a seemingly embar
rassed "nude mannequin." It is he who is embarrassed, then fear
ful, as self-discovery becomes a hall of mirrors, infinite reflections 
leading into night. There is solace in the "pilot-light," like the 
Gideon Bible in a desolate hotel. But to turn to the light would be 
short-sighted, like the girl hanging Christmas ornaments, or those 
women of myth, the Pleiades, who turned to stars in order to 
escape Orion. As in the previous sequence the solution is brought 
by wind. The symbolic opening of the milkweed pod prepares the 
way for everything to come. For the moment he is left as vulner
able as a soap-bubble, yet open to new life. A year of seasons has 
passed, and as spring begins again the poet seems transformed.

But psychological change never occurs in a straight line. Over and 
over we replay our crucial dramas, repeatedly defeating or com
ing to terms with our inner demons. "Blazing Tideflats," published 
in Frogpond (IV,2) in 1981, repeats much that we have seen 
already, though more intensely and with indications of further 
change.

;

v

blazing tideflats- / the clam's / darkness
a dolphin leaps over / the wake of the boat
in the picture book / a pop-up figure of a cowboy / stands

with a bent carbine
walking around the deserted cabin / looking for a trail out 
above the distant hills / the darkened sky grows darker- / the

wink of a plane
alone in the waiting room, / my body waits for my mind 
a masked doctor / pushes an empty wheelchair / along the

corridor
the scream breaks into sobs- / all the lights shine in her face



32 the pigeons all rise at once / and disappear around the corner 
in front of the bank - / wondering where the money / went 
dipping with every ripple / a popsicle-stick in the gutter stream 
hesitating a second at the top, / the roller-coaster hangs above

the beach- / then thunders out of sight 
the speckled eggs in the nest, / the speckled petals of the flower 
the sun goes out / on the raised paddleya chill wind comes off the

mountain
the Indians would make offerings / to the spirit of the falls 
the candles glow softly- / blackout in New York City 
moonlight- / a great liner, all lit up, / heads out to sea

To juxtapose the darkness in a single clam and the tidcflats’ blaz
ing light is like pitting one man's poverty against the wealth of an 
empire. It is an act with spiritual overtones. It is like throwing 
away all you possess for an unknown quantity, like a clam dis
carding its shell. How appropriate that precisely in the middle of 
this sequence (the 13th of 25 links), the poet stops in front of the 
bank to wonder "where the money / went." That is indeed a 
turning point.

Although the sequence opens optimistically, the water imagery is 
quickly overtaken by scenes of trivialization, such as the pop-up 
cowboy whose "bent carbine" hints at emasculation. The poet's 
mind is like a deserted cabin from which he must escape. Is that 
winking plane a jest of God? Earth is as far from Heaven as body 
from mind, and the sense of absence becomes excruciating in the 
image of the empty wheelchair, an echo from 1963. Behind the 
mask the doctor seems no more present than God. Even the birth 
that seems to be occurring, as screams become sobs, is illuminated 
not by a spiritual light but by the spotlights of a movie set. Ab
sence follows absence as the pigeons hastily depart, until the poet 
feels completely destitute. But now, with the world of light with
drawn, the poet returns to the water and to an attitude of accep
tance, elements that dominate the remainder of the sequence.

There is a roller-coaster quality to this story: so much striving, 
climbing, resisting, only to plunge back eagerly into the depths. 
With the return of the stick motif there is a return of life's vitality: 
one link describes the "we: tundra" rippling with flowers. The 
soul bom into harshness is safe now, protected not by a heavy 
clamshell but by adaptation: the speckled egg joins light with 
dark. As the spiritual journey continues in a canoe, again the light 
goes out and again the wind brings its wordless message. The 
poet wonders "if anyone lives / in this forest wilderness" as if 
asking if there is a God; this foreshadows the search for "tangible 
proof" that will be recounted later in 'The Sign." The sequence 
concludes with a return to the image that ended "Rickshaw," but 
completely transformed. Along with the feminine moonlight, which 
balances the darkness of the sea, the poet has found an inner light.
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Van den Heuvel's next publication was a pair of complementary 
sequences that appeared on facing paces of Cicada (V,2) in 1981. 
Here they arc in their entirety:

Wind in a Mirror

dawn- / a drive-in movie screen / rises from the windy marsh 
in the mirror, too alone
November evening- / the wind from a passing truck / ripples

a roadside puddle
looking up for help patched plaster
the light goes out- / looking around in the dark / at what's

been waiting
a crow flics by the frozen falls

Some Small Things with Canoe

dawn comes to the small water-fall deep in the woods
tinkle! tinkle! / the tiny railroad crossing / lowers its bars
the spring sun warms a stick in the backyard
the canoe passes / through the cool shadows / under the bridge
an old woodchuck hole full of leaves low clouds
under a dripping ledge / a snail / sunset

In the first sequence the poet is plunged in despair, yet in a despair 
made fully conscious. No longer expressing himself in decep
tively cool images, van den Heuvel for the first time says it out 
loud: he is looking up (to God) for help, and getting no answer. 
His fear of the dark side is also made explicit. In this state of mind 
the life force seems dangerously powerful, like a speeding truck, 
and he responds by freezing inside.

Then once again everything changes, albeit cautiously: dawn brings 
warmth to the waterfall, and the heating extends to the phallic 
image of the stick. This heat can be seen as the instinctual life 
force, newly released and no longer perceived as a threat. In 
"Wind in a Mirror" that force was monstrous, a Creature From The 
Swamp like those that inhabit drive-in movie screens. Now it is 
reassuringly played down, envisioned as a toy train: trains are a 
universal symbol for the dragon, archetype of the life force. The 
lowering of the bars, permitting the train to go on while the poet 
stands back in safety, means that the flow of instinct can be al
lowed to proceed without overwhelming his conscious existence. 
Safety is again expressed in the concluding image, which com
bines a favourite motif (the shell) with elements of water, light, 
and darkness.

1,
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In 1982 van den Heuvel produced a small chapbook of haiku 
entitled Dark, printing it on a letterpress and publishing it under 
his own imprint. Chant Press. It is in fact a sequence, bringing 
together haiku from the previous 8 years and arranging them in 
ways that often create new meaning. I will cite only four, of which 
the second appeared first in Haiku Wes/ (1974), the last two in 
Frogpond (1979).

a milkweed seed blowing across the darkening lake 
a tidepool / in a clam shell- / the evening sunlight 
the sun goes down- / my shovel strikes a spark / from

the dark earth
the geese have gone- / in the chilly twilight / empty

milkweed pods

This book is permeated with a mood of gentle stoicism; images 
not cited include several that originally seemed fraught with fear 
or alienation, but are now as peaceful as their context. This dark is 
not the night of death against which Dylan Thomas urged, "Do 
not go gentle into that good night." It is the night of discovery, of 
the depths within where the poet must delve for wisdom. The 
spark struck from the earth could not have been seen by day, and 
so that failure of light that originally provoked despair is now a 
blessing. The earliest of the haiku, a "tidepool," was in 1974 a 
foreshadowing of van den Heuvel's later development, for it bears 
no echo of the times of despair in which it was written. The shell is 
open, and all Ocean is quiet within it. But the most interesting 
images for the present discussion are those that begin and end the 
book, the two haiku concerning milkweed. These are also the 
crucial images of van den Heuvel's recently-published haibun, 
'The Sign." The first is in fact about the very experience related in 
'The Sign," but with an amazing difference. In Dark the milkweed 
seed seems to blow away from the poet into increasing darkness, 
while in "The Sign" it blows toward the poet and moreover is a 
source of light. The point is that Dark is still concerned with 
journeying, whereas in 'The Sign" the journey is over.

The concluding image of Dark will also return (transformed) in 
'The Sign." For the moment, let us note the comparison of milk
weed seeds to wild geese: it suggests that even in moments of 
emptiness a part of the poet is vigorously alive, thriving in the 
psychological equivalent of that warm land where the geese have 
gone. This is a clue to van den Heuvel's next publication, a set of 
five haiku that appeared in Frogpond (VI,1) in 1983:

through / the young leaves / my neighbor's wife
country road / circus-poster tiger / in the spring rain
March winds the weathervane points everywhere
summer breeze / a ladder leaning against / a half-painted house
rising / over the freak-show tent / a gibbous moon
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In the mind's deep south anything can happen. New life burgeons 
and is unpredictably beautiful or grotesque. These arc confusing 
times, and the third haiku is in the middle for a reason: emotions, 
ideas, images arrive from all directions. Like the half-painted 
house the inner work is in progress.

Though the next published work is "Astronaut," which appeared 
in Frogpond (VI11,4) in 1985, it was written well after the early 
drafts of a series of haibun that have begun to appear more 
recently. The first of the latter, ’The Sign" (Modern Haiku XIX,3, 
1988) is in every respect the culmination of the process begun 
some 25 years earlier: it is the end of a quest for spiritual certainty. 
"Astronaut" in contrast is what comes after the culmination, and I 
will therefore discuss it last.

"The Sign" recounts a pilgrimage in which the poet goes to the 
Catskill Mountains determined to wrest a spiritual response from 
the natural environment. Praying, meditating, fasting, he searches 
"not for enlightment or a vision, but for a sign I could reach out 
and touch, something 'really' there." The final hours of the last day 
arrive, and still nothing has come. He is about to leave, and in 
acceptance of his failure he raises his hand to say "Peace" to the 
lake and woods. At that precise moment something begins to 
happen. From over the lake a "small, bright light" appears, a 
milkweed seed that "shine[sl from within." Believing this event to 
be "the answer to [hisj prayers," he sets off happily for camp. The 
seed goes drifting toward the mountain-top, from which he hears 
the cry of a large bird. As he comes around to "the mountain's 
shadow side," a large bird lifts up from the forest floor and glides 
into a ravine. He leaves the trail to follow it, but finds "no trace of 
anything in the gathering darkness." Returning to the trail, right at 
the spot "where the wings had first appeared," he finds "a large 
milkweed seed glowing in the twilight, its feelers waving gently 
in the breze." The true sign has been given. The haibun ends with 
this single haiku: "starlight in an empty milkweed pod."

At first glance this work seems little more than an affirmation of a 
spiritual reality, one that is not simply "put there" by our minds. A 
clue that there is more here than meets the eye is the fact that the 
poet only receives the sign after renouncing it. Though he has 
sought a manifestation of Spirit that he could "reach out and 
touch," when the sign is at last before him he refrains from touch
ing it. "I didn't touch it," he says, "but it was still with me as I 
headed down the trail with the coming night." This suggests that 
the location of Spirit-the dwelling-place of God, so to speak-is 
neither up in the sky, where he sought it in the beginning, nor 
outside him in the world of nature. It is within his own being; he 
has become like the milkweed seed, which "shine[s] from within."



To probe more deeply, lcl us observe how the major figures in the 
story derive their final meaning from their association with dark
ness. Both the seed and the bird arc first encountered in the world 
of light, the spiritual world of the mountain-top. In all of van den 
Heuvcl's earlier works that world is found to be alien to him, and 
so this first appearance of the sign is a false one, like an illusion 
that had to be penetrated once again. The second appearance of 
the sign occurs on "the mountain's shadow side," and after the 
bird emerges from the forest floor it leads him even further into 
darkness. As for the seed, he finds it "on a fallen log ... where the 
wings had first appeared." Like the motif of the slick seen earlier, 
the log is both itself and a symbol for the poet: for the upward- 
striving part of himself, which in its downfall permits the emer
gence of new life. Though he had left the lake in a hurry to reach 
camp before nightfall, now he goes on with both the seed and the 
darkness for companions. The final image, "starlight in an empty 
milkweed pod," recalls and contrasts with earlier uses of the shell 
motif. Empty now of fear and grasping, the poet is filled with a 
star-like certainty. He is the empty pod, but he is also the seed, 
floating free, accepting; and he is the mysterious bird of instinct, at 
home at once in the depths and in the heights.

In "Astronaut" Cor van den Heuvel carries his explorations fur
ther than ever before, and does so effortlessly. The old motifs are 
mostly left behind, picked up now and then as a jazzman picks up 
a bar of an old song and then goes on. This is a work of free 
creation, as well as one about creation. With the power and free
dom of the bird in 'The Sign" wholly integrated, spiritual experi
ence is realized as a creative act. Of the 36 links in this remarkable 
renga, I will quote half right away.

full moon / the astronaut looks at it / ...differently 
thistledown / drifts by the launch pad
along the distant reef / waves are breaking against / a blue sky 
in front of the funhouse / the laughing woman never stops 
sniffing the trap / the mouse hesitates
the artist dreams / a new shade of red stains /his palette knife
she looks again / at her diamond watch
a few notes ripple / from the old clarinet
boarded-up carousel / the wooden horses leap / into darkness
calling in sick- / getting back into bed / to continue the dream
through the cool lobby / into the dark theater
old movie- / the aisle lights on / the red carpet
leaving the cathedral / to pray under the stars
in the geode / the unseen crystals
peeking / through the curtain / at the arriving audience
gently lifting the sax / from its blue-lined case
eight bars by Lester- / the band swings off / into space
end of the record / the needle whispers

V'

;

•s’
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What a transformation the poet has come through. Everything is 
different now; even the milkweed seed-in the guise of 
thistledown-has a parallel in human accomplishment. The final 
images refer to the great jazz saxophonist Lester Young, whose 
music was of special importance to the poet during this period. To 
see how the association of jazz and spaceflight relates to van den 
Hcuvcl's earlier work, consider a few links in the first half of the 
renga. After a woman "looks again / at her diamond watch" (like 
the girl with an engagement ring in "Rickshaw"), the next link is 
set in a pawnshop, followed by the ripple of music from an old 
clarinet. The implication is that the watch is exchanged for a 
musical instrument: the old striving for crystalline stillness is 
replaced by the flow of art. No longer incapacitated by fear or 
depression, no longer seeking a passive relation to Cod, the poet 
has assumed an active role as spiritual creator.

These are the major new themes: music and action. Against their 
positives there are flickers of negativity, but each is resolved by a 
solution, a way the poet has found to make life work. Typically 
the negative has a mechanical aspect, which is to say that instead 
of the fear of life seen earlier, the poet expresses a healthy fear of 
death. The blaring laughter at the funhouse has nothing of real 
laughter in it; the donkey-ride in the next link (unquoted) reduces 
animals and riders to less than they should be. The poet has 
learned that certain temptations are traps. Later the fear of self
mechanization is apparently dispelled; real tears, real laughter 
come, and a tryst with a real woman.

While the "boarded-up carousel" suggests death and mechaniza
tion, the "wooden horses" that "leap / into darkness" call to mind 
Geronimo leaping on his horse. There is a hint of madness in this 
haiku, but a salutary madness—for the poet has learned that a leap 
into the dark can be the only way out. Dark places now are places 
of healing and creation: a "dark theater," a symphony hall, and 
dreams. Though the poet "califs] in sick... to continue the dream," 
it is a healthy sickness, one that nurtures the poet with the colours 
of life. The red discovered in the artist's dream is the colour of 
passion, life-blood; the red carpet down the aisle of the movie- 
theater (this link first appeared in "The Wooden Indian Sequence") 
evokes the streaming of blood through veins, energy coursing 
through the spine.
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A closer look at the colours reveals that like a great jazz improvi
sation, this free creation has a structure. Amid the 36 links the 18th 
is intimately pink: "sipping pink wine / in her pink bathroom." 
The next involves a woman in black lingerie. Eleven steps back 
from that warm pink womb is the artist's dream of red, while 
eleven steps forward is the movie-theater's red carpet. The re
maining colour is blue: third from the beginning is "blue sky," 
while third from the end is the saxophone's "blue-lined case." 
While red is the colour of instinct, blue is the colour of Spirit. 
Although earlier works pointed toward an identification of the 
two (instinct and Spirit), this arose from a need for the "higher" 
faculties to be vitalized, fired up, by the release from "lower" 
regions of the instinctual life force. Van den Heuvcl's cosmologi
cal egg is now whole: spiritual blue in an all-containing "case," 
nurturing pink at the centre, and passionate red in between. Heaven 
and Earth are no longer alienated, but a unified whole.

In musical terms, the cool cat (and there is one in this renga) plays 
hot jazz. We come back to Lester Young: though the music is 
driven by the pulse of instinct, it is able to "[swing] off / into 
space" and attain spirituality. Such is the astronaut, propelled by 
fire into the cool blue heavens. After more than two decades the 
poet has found a relationship between elements that had seemed 
irrevocably opposed. He has also found a relationship between 
the inner world and the outer world, as seen in the transformation 
of the shell motif. Besides the cosmological versions of it glimpsed 
in the sky and the saxophone case, others that are on a human 
scale are so many representations of the inner sanctum: dreams, a 
symphony hall, a pink bathroom, dark theater, a cathedral, and a 
geode. His ready access to this inner sanctum releases the poet 
from the need for a shell. To cite another of these links: "the crowd 
/ as it enters the symphony hall / pulls its umbrellas in." Unlike a 
shell, the inner sanctum does more than protect the poet from the 
world; it enables him to return to the world, enriched and strength
ened. Unlike the crystals seen earlier, the "unseen crystals" in the 
egg-like geode can come to life. They are the poet’s inner potential, 
"peeking / through the curtain" like a jazzman getting ready to 
play. This is really what van den Heuvel has been doing all along: 
turning the inner wealth of his experience into music for the 
benefit of others.
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I have only touched the surface of van den Heuvel's writing, 
particularly "Astronaut," which may be his finest so far. There can 
be no doubt that it is time for the poet's Collected Works to be 
published. My overview has had to be limited to certain thematic 
constants, but a complete collection would display to everyone 
the other constants in van den Heuvel's work: the perfection of his 
craft, the originality and genuineness of his vision, the exception
ally high quality of everything he has published. The personal 
transformation his haiku reveal over the years is one with which a 
great many people would have sympathy; it carries not a trace of 
dogmatism. I will conclude by leaving you with another haiku 
from "Astronaut." Think of those images of the breeze coming to 
shake antennas and whirligig ducks, and consider how the ac
tive/ passive relationship has given way to one of reciprocity. As 
the reader is moved by the poet and then may return the act in 
some other way, so the relationship between Spirit and Human
kind may equally be reciprocal.

stirred by it, 
the lilac bush scents 
the breeze

ANNOUNCEMENT

Twentieth Anniversary Issue

In celebration of the completion of twenty years of uninterrupted 
publication of Modern Haiku, each haiku accepted for the October 
issue (Vol. XX, No. 3) will be accorded two dollars. Persons whose 
haiku have already been accepted for the October issue have 
received the augmented payment.

CORRECTIONS TO VOL. XX, NO.l

Page 9, first line: for 'singers' read 'fingers.'
Page 42, fourth line: for 'has' read "was.'
Page 71, for Title' read 'little.'

As the names of the translators of the Buson haiku in Tom Tico’s 
two 'Readings' were inadvertently interchanged during prepara
tion of the material for publication, as also were the last pages of 
the 'Readings,' we herewith are correctly publishing the 'Read
ings,' with our apologies for the errors.


